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Minutes of the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System

on Friday, July 1, 1966. The Board met in the Board Room at 10:00 a.m.

PRESENT: Mr. Robertson, Vice Chairman
Mr. Shepardson
Mr. Daane 1/
Mr. Maisel
Mr. Brimmer

Mr. Sherman, Secretary
Mr. Broida, Assistant Secretary
Mr. Young, Senior Adviser to the Board and Director,

Division of International Finance
Mr. Holland, Adviser to the Board
Mr. Solomon, Adviser to the Board
Mr. Molony, Assistant to the Board
Mr. Cardon, Legislative Counsel
Mr. Solomon, Director, Division of Examinations
Mr. Byrne, Director, Division of Data Processing
Mr. Leavitt, Assistant Director, Division of

Examinations
Mrs. Semia, Technical Assistant, Office of the

Secretary
Mr. Morgan, Staff Assistant, Board Members' Offices
Mr. Maurer, Review Examiner, Division of Examina-

tions
Mr. Furth, Consultant

Messrs. Brill, Koch, Williams, Axilrod, Eckert,
Ettin, Fry, Keir, and Kelty and Mrs. Peskin
of the Division of Research and Statistics

Messrs. Sammons, Hersey, Katz, Reynolds, Baker,
and Nettles of the Division of International
Finance

Money market review. Mr. Axilrod commented on the level of bank

reserves and conditions in the Government securities market, and Mr.

Baker reported on foreign exchange markets. Mr. Keir then discussed

savings flows, with special reference to distributed tables regarding

savings flows at New York City's five largest mutual savings banks and

1/ Withdrew from meeting and reentered at points indicated in minutes.
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at California State-chartered savings and loan associations. Other

distributed material related to perspective on money markets and on

bank reserve utilization.

All staff members not concerned with the remaining items on the

agenda then withdrew and the following entered the room:

Mr. Hackley, General Counsel
Mr. Farrell, Director, Division of Bank Operations
Messrs. O'Connell and Hoof f, Assistant General Counsel
Mr. Plotkin, Senior Attorney, Legal Division
Mr. Collier, Assistant to the Director, Division of Bank

Operations
Mr. McClintock, Supervisory Review Examiner, Division of

Examinations
Mr. Veenstra, Chief, Financial Statistics Section, Division

of Data Processing

Discount rates. The establishment without change by the Federal

Reserve Banks of New York, Atlanta, Chicago, Minneapolis, and San

Francisco on June 30, 1966, of the rates on discounts and advances in

their existing schedules was approved unanimously, with the understand-

ing that appropriate advice would be sent to those Banks.

Approved letters. The following letters were approved unani-

mously after discussion of background information that had been made

available to the Board. Copies of the letters are attached under the

respective item numbers indicated.

Letter to The Connecticut Bank and Trust Company,
Hartford, Connecticut, approving the establishment
of an in-town branch.

Item No.

1
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Letter to Newton-Waltham Bank and Trust Company,
Waltham, Massachusetts, approving the establish-
ment of a branch in Marlborough.

Letter to Camden Trust Company, Camden, New Jersey,
approving the establishment of a branch in the
Borough of Hi-Nella.

Letter to The Knox County Savings Bank, Mount Vernon,
Ohio, approving the establishment of an in-town
branch.

Letter to Moore State Bank, Llano, Texas, waiving
the requirement of six months' notice of withdrawal
from membership in the Federal Reserve System.

Item No.

2

3

4

5

Terminology regarding competition and banking concentration.

During discussion of competitive factor reports on today's agenda

reference was made to Governor Maisel's distributed memorandum of May 4,

1966, suggesting ways in which the Board might improve consistency in

the degree of competition signified by various terms used in competitive

factor reports. There was agreement that efforts toward standardiza-

tion of the meanings of such terms would be useful, and it was understood

that Governor Maisel's proposal would be docketed for consideration at

an appropriate time when most or all Board members could be present.

Governor Maisel suggested also that it would be helpful if the

staff would prepare, perhaps every 6 months, data showing growth of

large banks and holding companies and their relative standing within

their States. It was observed that in States such as Florida, Virginia,

and New York statistics of this kind would be useful in keeping abreast
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of growth resulting from acquisition or merger of banks that were not

in significant competition with the applicant banks. It was understood

that the staff would pursue this suggestion, possibly through more

frequent or expanded reports of the kind that had been made from time

to time in the past regarding banking in individual States.

Competitive factor reports. Reports to the Comptroller of the

Currency on the competitive factors involved in the following proposed

mergers were approved unanimously for transmittal to the Comptroller in

a form in which the conclusions were stated as follows (the conclusions

of the first two reports, in the form approved, reflected changes agreed

upon during discussion):

Merger of Bank of Crewe, Crewe,
Virginia, into Virginia National
Bank, Norfolk_, Virginia 

Consummation of the proposed merger of Bank of Crewe and Virginia

National Bank would eliminate competition existing between them, fore-

close potential competition and increase Virginia National's share of

deposits in the Crewe area from approximately 21 per cent to 36 per

cent. The overall effect of the proposal would be adverse.

Merger of The Pulaski National Bank,

Pulaski, Virginia, into Virginia

National Bank, Norfolk, Virginia 

There is no appreciable competition between the offices of Virginia

National Bank, Norfolk, and those of The Pulaski National Bank.

Consummation of the proposed merger would replace a locally head-

quartered bank with branches of the State's largest bank, and thus, in

the Pulaski area, three of the four banking alternates would be con-

trolled by large banking organizations which would hold 96 per cent of

the deposits in Pulaski County. The overall effect of the proposal

would be adverse.
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Merger of The Farmers & Merchants Bank,
Viola, Tennessee, into The First National
Bank of McMinnville, McMinnville, Tennessee 

While the proposed merger of The First National Bank of
McMinnville, McMinnville, Tennessee, and The Farmers & Merchants
Bank, Viola, Tennessee, would eliminate the minor degree of com-
petition existing between them, the overall effect on competition
should not be adverse.

Voting of bank's own stock. In a letter of June 13, 1966,

Chairman Robertson of the Senate Conanittee on Banking and Currency

referred to the provision of section 61 of Title 12 of the United

States Code that, in the election of directors, shares of a national

bank's own stock held by the bank as sole trustee shall not be voted

unless under the terms of the trust the manner in which they shall be

voted may be determined, and is actually directed, by a donor or bene-

ficiary of the trust. Since there was no similar Federal statute

applicable to State member banks, Chairman Robertson asked (1) whether

the Board considered this practice, in the case of State member banks,

desirable or undesirable; (2) whether the Board had considered the

desirability of imposing similar restrictions, by legislation or by

regulation, on such voting of their own stock by Federal Reserve member

banks; and (3) whether the Board considered that it had adequate statu-

tory authority at the present time to issue regulations in this field,

assuming such regulations should be found desirable.

There had been distributed a draft of reply to Chairman Robertson

that would discuss bank practices in regard to voting a bank's own stock
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held in trust and point out certain advantages and disadvantages of a

restriction on State member banks similar to that on national banks.

The draft would conclude by stating that "the general System approach

is to discourage banks from acquiring trust holdings of own stock and

to encourage them to dispose of actual holdings of such stock when

opportunities permit. We feel that this attitude has helped to diminish

somewhat the volume of own stock held in banks' trust departments. How-

ever, beyond this element of moral suasion and the application of any

statutory and instrument prohibitions, our examiners have no legal

authority or alternative except to permit both the retention and voting

of such stock."

Governor Brimmer expressed doubt that the draft letter was

responsive to the inquiry. Chairman Robertson had asked specific ques-

tions, to which specific answers should be given unless there was reason

for not doing so. Staff responses indicated that the draft had been left

unspecific in certain respects in order not to tie the Board to a definite

position at this time, since it seemed probable that legislative proposals

in this area might ensue and the Board might wish to formulate its atti-

tude at that time. Governor Brimmer reiterated the view that direct

responses should be made to the questions; for example, it should be an

ascertainable matter of fact whether or not the Board had considered the

desirability of and the authority for restrictions on State member banks

similar to those on national banks, and there would seem to be no reason
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why the fact, affirmative or negative, should not be stated. As for

the position to be taken, he believed it would be well for the Board

to consider the issues, form its conclusions, and then respond to

Chairman Robertson accordingly.

Governor Maisel also expressed the view that the questions

should be answered. There was first a procedural question as to whether

the Board had authority to impose a restriction on State member banks

with respect to voting of their own stock held in trust. Next there

was the question whether the restriction that applied to national banks

had merit and, if so, whether the Board thought a similar one should be

applied to State member banks. His own view was that such a restriction

should not be applied to State member banks unless it was also applied

to nonmember insured banks. He believed that the Board might easily

agree on that point; a more difficult question was whether or not to

make a positive finding that insured banks should be restricted.

Governor Robertson stated that it seemed to him that the Board

should answer the questions. The Board had used moral suasion to bring

about some adjustments and this was clearly indicative that the Board

believed voting by banks of their own stock held in trust was a bad prac-

tice. He believed that the letter might state that the Board approved

and thought appropriate the Federal statute restricting national banks;

that voting by State member banks of their own stock was an undesir-

able practice; that the Board had no statutory authority to cope with the
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problem but had attempted to cope with it to some extent through moral

suasion, which was not adequate; that consequently Congress might well

give consideration to extending this law; and that the Board had not

sought authority in this respect because the dual banking structure was

designed to let banks experiment.

In response to Governor Robertson's request for staff reaction

to the approach he had outlined, Mr. Solomon (Examinations) suggested

that recognition might be given to the fact that administration of

trusts was basically a matter for State law, and there ensued sugges-

tions for language that might be used in a revised letter.

Governor Shepardson suggested that consideration be given to

the question whether it would be desirable to refer to the need for a

grandfather clause" in any legislative proposals that might stem from

Chairman Robertson's inquiry. He spoke also of the desirability of

making definite responses to such inquiries, especially in the light of

Administration efforts to improve the responsiveness of correspondence

by Government departments and agencies.

After further discussion it was understood that a draft revised

in the light of the views that had been expressed would be submitted to

the Board for further consideration.

Messrs. Solomon (Adviser), Hooff, Plotkin, Maurer, and McClintock

then withdrew from the meeting.

"Freedom of information" bill (Item No. 6). On June 27, 1966,

on the basis of a distributed memorandum dated June 23 from the Legal
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Division, the Board discussed the requirements of S. 1160, which had

passed both houses of Congress and which would become effective one

year following enactment into law. The bill provided for amending the

Administrative Procedure Act in such a way that the Board would be

required promptly to publish or allow public access to virtually all

material related to monetary policy and supervisory actions, including

minutes of Board meetings and briefing material prepared for the Federal

Open Market Committee, as well as the Committee's minutes and directives.

Strong support of the measure in Congress and elsewhere made it unlikely

that a Presidential veto could be expected, even if vigorous protests

were expressed by Government agencies. However, the Board instructed

the staff to prepare material stating the Board's opposition to the

literal terms of the measure, for possible use if a report by the Board

was requested. (In reports to Congressional Conmlittees in 1963, 1964,

and 1965, the Board, while agreeing in principle that there should be

the fullest possible disclosure of information, had expressed opposition

to the sweeping provisions of earlier bills.) Also mentioned was the

Possibility of obtaining exemption of vital Board and Federal Open Market

Committee records through Executive Order, since the bill provided for

exemption of matters "specifically required by Executive Order to be

kept secret in the interest of national defense or foreign policy."

Although no request had been received by the Board from the Bureau of

the Budget for a report on the current bill, there had now been distributed
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a draft of letter to the Bureau that contained the statement that "the

Board foresees problems of a critical nature with respect to its func-

tions relating to credit and monetary policy that will follow one year

after enactment of the bill into law. Accordingly, the nature of these

problems and the likelihood of their adverse impact on the Board's

ability to effectuate sound monetary policy are set forth at this time

in the hope that recognition will be given to the need in the national

interest for the formulation and publication of an Executive Order"

Providing an exemption from the law for certain of the records of the

Board and the Federal Open Market Committee.

Mr. O'Connell reported conversations he had had with a staff

member of the Bureau of the Budget who had urged that if the Board

continued to hold the adverse views it had expressed in correspondence

with Congressional committees, it set forth in a letter information

about the problems it anticipated and urge whatever executive or admin-

istrative action it thought would be appropriate. There was some urgency

about the matter; if such a letter was to be sent, the Bureau would like

to have it today. It was expected that an interagency committee would

consider language for an Executive Order or for further legislation that

would provide protection considered necessary for the records of various

agencies.

Governor Brimmer then described discussions he had had with

officials of the Bureau of the Budget pointing to the usefulness of a
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letter from the Board that would explain in detail the reasons why

prompt disclosure or free access to certain classes of System material

would not be in the public interest. It had been the thought that such

an explanation might be drawn upon in drafting a statement to be made

by the President at the time the bill was signed that would in effect

express an intention to provide in a later Executive Order exemption of

certain areas of agency information from the full impact of the new law's

requirements. If such a statement were made, it would be published in

the periodic compilation of Presidential documents and might help to

avoid untimely disclosure of certain types of information.

Several members of the Board expressed a preference for a short

but forceful letter, with a memorandum of detailed reasons to follow for

use by the Bureau of the Budget and the interagency comwittee.

Governor Robertson suggested that such a letter might state that

the Board agreed in principle that there should be the fullest possible

disclosure of Government actions; that there should be exceptions, how-

ever, for material which if disclosed might jeopardize international

relations or relations of the Federal Reserve with foreign central banks,

and material that could enable the public to benefit financially from

knowledge of open market operations or other monetary policy decisions;

and that, consequently, the Board hoped that the President would issue

a statement at the time the bill was signed that would emphasize the

need for exempting portions of information regarding agency actions.
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Governor Daane withdrew from the meeting at this point.

The continuing discussion emphasized the urgency of sending an

expression of the Board's view to the Bureau of the Budget promptly,

and it was suggested that a succinct letter be formed from the early

Passages of the draft that had been distributed, with some strengthening

of language, and that the remainder of the draft be worked into a memo-

randum to be attached. There being general agreement upon that approach,

unanimous approval was given to a letter and accompanying memorandum in

the form attached under Item No. 6.

Messrs. Cardon, O'Connell, and Sammons then withdrew from the

meeting and Mr. Wendel, Economist, Division of Research and Statistics,

entered the room.

Emergency credit for nonmember institutions (Item No. 7). There

had been increasing concern by the Federal Reserve in recent weeks over

the possibility that at the time of the midyear dividend payment mutual

savings banks might encounter difficulties because of heavy withdrawals

of funds. A plan drawn up by the Federal Reserve Bank of New York to

provide emergency Federal Reserve credit to mutual savings banks in the

Second District was discussed by the Board on June 17, 1966. At the

Board's request the Division of Research and Statistics explored the

question in the larger context of the possible need for emergency credit

in any of the Federal Reserve Districts and by nonbank financial institu-

tions as well as savings banks. The Division's analysis of the problem
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was submitted in a distributed memorandum of June 23, 1966, which was

discussed by the Board on June 24, after which the Board requested that

a staff memorandum regarding the policy issues be prepared as a basis

for discussion with the Reserve Bank Presidents. (At the June 24 meet-

ing the Board also granted a specific permission requested by the Federal

Reserve Bank of New York to accept as security for advances to member

banks, under the Reserve Bank's plan to assist savings banks, assets

acquired by member banks from Savings Banks Trust Company, a wholly-

owned instrumentality of New York savings banks.) A staff memorandum

dated June 27, 1966, which was discussed by the Board with the Presidents

on June 28, set forth various elements of the problem and stated the

staff's recouunendation that activation of standby credit arrangements

for nonmember depositary-type institutions, if needed, be viewed in

terms of the following stages:

1. First, an institution experiencing a deposit drain
too large to handle through internal portfolio and other
operating adjustments without appreciable loss should make
the fullest use possible of its existing credit lines and
other arrangements with commercial banks. The banks, in
turn, would be expected to honor their customer conmdtments--
with the institutions as with other customers--without special

recourse to the discount window. The Reserve Banks should be

prepared to accept collateral pledged by the nonmember institu-
tions with the member banks as security for section 10(b)
advances--as had already been authorized in the case of col-
lateral trust notes of the Savings Banks Trust Company--but

the resulting advances to member banks should be on short-term

notes and subject to the usual administration and borrowing
discipline of the discount window.

2. Second, the Federal Reserve Banks should stand ready

to extend credit directly to institutions that had exhausted

their private sources of credit to the extent that appropriate
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collateral could be provided. This would include advances on

the collateral of Government securities under the last para-

graph of section 13 and also the discount of any eligible

paper the institution might have under the third paragraph of

section 13. It was recommended that advances be in the form

of 30-day renewable notes, and that the interest rate charged

under either paragraph be 5-1/2 per cent. Utilization of any

available collateral for direct lending should precede activa-

tion of indirect lending arrangements for the Savings Banks

Trust Company as well as for individual institutions.

3. Third, in the event that a nonmember institution had

exhausted both its private credit sources and its supply of

collateral eligible to support direct credit extensions from

the Federal Reserve Banks, arrangements to extend credit

indirectly through a member bank (or banks) should be acti-

vated. Such arrangements had already been made in the case

of Savings Banks Trust Company, but should be initiated only

as the need was indicated for individual nonmember depositary-

type institutions. Federal Reserve credit might be extended

to the member bank involved on the basis of ordinary advances

or discounts (at 4-1/2 per cent) or on section 10(b) advances

(at 5 per cent). In either event it was recolumended that 30-

day renewable notes be utilized, and that any such "conduit"

credit be considered as separate from and in addition to the

member bank's normal access to discount facilities. It was to

be hoped that this special treatment as to discount policy

would provide the basis for close Reserve Bank supervision of

the terms and conditions of any credits extended by member banks

under the arrangement. In particular, it would seem desirable

that the interest rate on such loans be set at 5-1/2 per cent,

and that the policies and practices with respect to repayment

requirements be comparable to those observed by the Reserve

Bank in its direct credit extensions to that or similar insti-

tutions.

The memorandum also indicated that it did not seem necessary or

feasible at this time to work out a thoroughgoing policy for guidance

in the administration and repayment of special loans to the savings

banks and other nonmember institutions, since there was a good chance

that none would become necessary. However, it seemed desirable that
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the policies and procedures of the Federal Reserve Banks be reasonably

uniform in the event loans of the type under discussion were made.

Therefore, tentative comments on the administration of the emergency

lending facilities were included in the memorandum.

There had been distributed a draft of letter to the Federal

Reserve Banks that would read in part as follows:

Effective today and until September 1, 1966,

(a) member banks in your District are permitted,
pursuant to the eighth paragraph of section 19 of the
Federal Reserve Act and section 201.5 of Regulation A,
to use as security for advances from your Bank, whether

under section 13 or section 10(b) of the Act, assets

acquired by nonmember banks from mutual savings banks
and other banks that are not members of the Federal

Reserve System, but only in accordance with, and sub-

ject to the limitations provided in, paragraphs (1)

and (3) of the Board's staff memorandum of June 27,

1966; and

(b) your Bank is authorized, in accordance with

the third paragraph of section 13 of the Federal

Reserve Act, in unusual and exigent circumstances to

discount for mutual savings banks and other depositary-

type institutions paper of the kinds described in that

paragraph, subject, however, to the limitations therein

contained and in accordance with, and subject to the

limitations contained in, paragraph (2) of the June 27,

1966, Board's staff memorandum.

The draft letter also would express the expectation that certain other

types of credit accommodations by the Reserve Banks would be governed

by the principles expressed in the numbered paragraphs in the staff

memorandum. Other passages in the draft letter would relate to rates

on various kinds of credit extensions and would request daily reports of

Specified details of credit granted under the emergency program.
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During introductory comments Mr. Hackley called attention to

the fact that the first paragraph describing proposed action by the

Board in the draft letter to the Federal Reserve Banks would in effect

constitute advance blanket permission by the Board for acceptance by

Reserve Banks as security for advances assets acquired by member banks

from nonmembers. The eighth paragraph of section 19 of the Federal

Reserve Act required that the Board's permission be obtained before a

member bank could act as a credit conduit for a nonmember bank. Regula-

tion A, Advances and Discounts by Federal Reserve Banks, required that

any particular member bank that wished so to act apply to the Board for

Permission and give supporting reasons. The Board had departed from

the letter of that requirement when on June 24, 1966, it granted to the

New York Reserve Bank permission to accept as security for advances to

member banks assets the member banks had acquired from Savings Banks

Trust Company, the Reserve Bank having requested that permission on

behalf of all member banks in its District. The blanket advance permis-

sion now proposed would go a step further, because no request for per-

mission had been received from Reserve Banks other than New York. Mr.

Hackley was generally averse to any departure from the Board's regula-

tions; the Supreme Court had held that regulations had the force of law

and as long as they were in effect there should be no departure from

them. However, the point was procedural rather than substantive, and

the present situation was unique. Moreover, the proposed action did not
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appear to violate the basic purpose of the statutory requirement, which

had been to reinforce the advantage of System membership by precluding

easy use of Federal Reserve discount facilities by nonmember banks.

The second proposed action, Mr. Hackley continued, which would

authorize the Reserve Banks in unusual and exigent circumstances to

discount eligible paper for mutual savings banks and other depositary-

type institutions pursuant to the third paragraph of section 13 of the

Federal Reserve Act, required the affirmative vote of at least five

members of the Board. The authority in that paragraph had never been

utilized since the provision was enacted in the early 1930's as an

emergency measure for use when a corporation, partnership, or individual

was unable to obtain credit from usual sources. It appeared unlikely

that any mutual savings bank or savings and loan association would have

a sufficient amount of eligible paper to offer as security. However,

authorization by the Board at this time would seem desirable, thus

avoiding the possibility of a request for hasty action later on or for

action when less than five members of the Board were available. It

Should be noted also that, since the authority in the third paragraph

of section 13 had never been used, no Reserve Banks had previously

established a rate for discounts under that authority. If a Reserve

Bank felt that such a need was imminent, it would have to establish such

a rate, subject to the Board's review and determination. He then out-

lined reasons in support of setting a rate of 5-1/2 per cent, if use of

the provision seemed likely to become necessary.
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Substantive questions as to the content of the program having

been largely resolved during the Board's discussions at the meetings on

June 17 and 24 and with the Reserve Bank Presidents on June 28, today's

discussion dealt principally with procedural and editorial matters.

Among other things, comments emphasized the desirability that the letter

to the Federal Reserve Banks be self-contained in presenting the program

as one of action by the Board. Therefore it was agreed that references

to the staff memorandum of June 27 be eliminated and the numbered para-

graphs defining principles in that memorandum be transferred, with revi-

sions that were mainly editorial, to the letter as a frame of reference

for conduct of the program. It was observed that, since adoption of

the program would seem to constitute a policy decision, these paragraphs,

with the two paragraphs stating the actions taken, would correspond

closely with the pertinent entry in the record of the Board's policy

actions to be published in the 1966 Annual Report. It was also under-

stood that there would be included with the letter to the Reserve Banks

a separate statement containing the substance of the section in the

memorandum on administration of the emergency lending facility.

Governor Daane returned to the meeting at this point.

The discussion then turned to the question of publicity, as to

Which a consensus developed that, if no need materialized for use of the

emergency credit facility, adoption of the program should remain unan-

nounced until publication of the Board's 1966 Annual Report, at which
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time the public would be informed that the System had stood ready to

give assistance if needed. It was also understood, however, that if

use of the authority of the third paragraph of section 13 became neces-

sary, the discount rate set under that section by a Reserve Bank would

no doubt be made public, and at that time the credit facilities approved

by the Board would be made known generally. It was also agreed that

the letter to the Federal Reserve Banks would indicate that although

no general publicity was being given to the program at this time, they

should make reasonable efforts to bring the arrangements for special

assistance to the attention of those financial institutions that might

find themselves in need of such special assistance.

At the conclusion of the discussion, Governors Robertson,

Shepardson, Daane, Maisel, and Brimmer each having indicated his agree-

ment with the proposed action, unanimous approval was given to a letter

to the Federal Reserve Banks in the form attached as Item No. 7.

Call for condition reports. Under the procedure prescribed by

statute the close of business on Thursday, June 30, 1966, had been

selected as the date for the second call for reports of condition to

be made by insured banks within the calendar year 1966. The call was

to be announced on Wednesday, July 6. Accordingly, the usual telegram

had been sent to all Federal Reserve Banks this morning requesting that

a call be made upon State member banks on July 6 for reports of condition

as of the close of business June 30.
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The sending of the telegram was ratified by unanimous vote.

The meeting then adjourned.



BOARD OF GOVERNORS

OF THE

FEDERAL RESERVE SYSTEM
WASHINGTON, O. C. 20551

Board of Directors,
The Connecticut Bank and Trust Company,

Hartford, Connecticut.

Gentlemen:

Item No. 1
7/1/66

ADDRESS OFFICIAL CORRESPONDENCE

TO THE BOARD

July 1, 1966

The Board of Governors of the Federal

Reserve System approves the establishment by

The Connecticut Bank and Trust Company, Hartford,

Connecticut, of a branch at 701 Blue Hills Avenue,

Hartford, Connecticut, provided the branch is

established within six months from the date of

this letter.

Very truly yours,

(Signed) Karl E. Bakke

Karl E. Bakke,

Assistant Secretary.

(The letter to the Reserve Bank stated that the

Board also had approved a six-month extension

of the period allowed to establish the branch;

and that if an extension should be requested,

the procedure prescribed in the Board's letter

of November 9, 1962 (S-1846), should be followed.)
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BOARD OF GOVERNORS
OF THE

FEDERAL RESERVE SYSTEM
WASHINGTON, D. C. 20551

Board of Directors,
Newton-Waltham Bank and Trust Company,
Waltham, Massachusetts.

Gentlemen:

Item No. 2
7/1/66

ADDRESS OFFICIAL CORRESPONDENCE

TO THE BOARD

July 1, 1966

The Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve

System approves the establishment by Newton-Waltham Bank

and Trust Company, Waltham, Massachusetts, of a branch

on property adjoining 180 Boston Post Road, Marlborough,

Massachusetts, provided the branch is established within

one year from the date of this letter.

Very truly yours,

(Signed) Karl E. Bakke

Karl E. Bakke,
Assistant Secretary.

(The letter to the Reserve Bank stated that the
Board also had approved a six-month extension
of the period allowed to establish the branch;
and that if an extension should be requested,
the procedure prescribed in the Board's letter
of November 9, 1962 (S-1846), should be followed.)



BOARD OF GOVERNORS
OF THE

FEDERAL RESERVE SYSTEM
WASHINGTON, D. C. 20551

Board of Directors,
Camden Trust Company,
Camden, New Jersey.

Gentlemen:

Item No. 3
7/1/66

ADDRESS OFFICIAL CORRESPONDENCE

TO THE BOARD

July 1, 1966

The Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve
System approves the establishment by Camden Trust Company,
Camden, New Jersey, of a branch on Warwick Road, Borough
of Hi-Nella, Camden County, New Jersey, provided the
branch is established within one year from the date of this

letter.

Very truly yours,

(Signed) Karl E. Bakke

Karl E. Bakke,
Assistant Secretary.

(The letter to the Reserve Bank stated that the
Board also had approved a six-month extension

of the period allowed to establish the branch;
and that if an extension should be requested,
the procedure prescribed in the Board's letter

of November 9, 1962 (S-1846), should be followed.)



BOARD OF GOVERNORS
OF THE

FEDERAL RESERVE SYSTEM
WASHINGTON, O. C. 20551

Board of Directors,
The Knox County Savings Bank,
Mount Vernon, Ohio.

Gentlemen:

Item No. 4
7/1/66

ACIOREMIS OFFICIAL CORRESPONOENCE

TO THE SOAR°

July 1, 1966

The Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve
System approves the establishment by The Knox County
Savings Bank, Mount Vernon, Ohio, of a branch at 203 South
Mulberry Street, Mount Vernon, Ohio, provided the branch
is established within six months from the date of this
letter.

Very truly yours,

(Signed) Karl E. Bakke

Karl E. Bakke,
Assistant Secretary.

(The letter to the Reserve Bank stated that the
Board also had approved a six-month extension
of the period allowed to establish the branch;
and that if an extension should be requested,
the procedure prescribed in the Board's letter
of November 9, 1962 (S-1846), should be followed.)



BOARD OF GOVERNORS

OF THE

FEDERAL RESERVE SYSTEM
WASHINGTON, D. C. 20551

Board of Directors,
Moore State Bank,
Llano, Texas.

Gentlemen:

Item No. 5
7/1/66

ADOREBB orriciAL CORRESPONDENCE

TO THE BOARD

July 1, 1966

The Federal Reserve Bank of Dallas has forwarded to the

Board of Governors President Moore's letter dated June 18, 1966,

together with the accompanying resolution dated June 16, 1966,

Signifying your intention to withdraw from membership in the Federal

Reserve System and requesting waiver of the six months' notice of

such withdrawal.

The Board of Governors waives the requirement of six

months' notice of withdrawal. Under the provisions of Section

208.10(c) of the Board's Regulation H, your institution may accom-

plish termination of its membership at any time within eight months

from the date that notice of intention to withdraw from membership

was given. Upon surrender to the Federal Reserve Bank of Dallas of

the Federal Reserve stock issued to your institution, such stock

will be cancelled and appropriate refund will be made thereon.

It is requested that the certificate of membership be

returned to the Federal Reserve Bank of Dallas.

Attention is invited to the fact that if your bank is

desirous of continuing deposit insurance after withdrawal from

membership in the Federal Reserve System, it will be n
ecessary that

application be made to the Federal Deposit Insurance C
orporation.

Very truly yours,

(Signed) Karl E. Bakke

Karl E. Bakke,
Assistant Secretary.
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BOARD OF GOVERNORS
OF THE

FEDERAL RESERVE SYSTEM
WASHINGTON

Mr. Wilfred H. Rommel,
Assistant Director for

Legislative Reference,
Bureau of the Budget,

Washington, D. G. 20503

Dear Mr. Rommel:

Item No. 6
7/1/66

OFFICE OF THE VICE CHAIRMAN

July 1, 1966

This refers to the bill (S. 1160) to amend s
ection 3 of

the Administrative Procedure Act, which was pass
ed by the Senate

on October 13, 1965, and approved in the same form by
 the House on

June 20, 1966. The Board wishes to make known its ge
neral accord

with the Congressional purpose in enacting S. 1160. 
To the extent

that the public's legitimate access to agency inf
ormation is unduly

restricted through recourse to existing provisions o
f law, remedial

legislation is warranted. However, the Board believes that premature

disclosure of certain records of the Board and o
f the Federal Open

Market Committee ("FCMC") would have an adverse 
impact on the Board's

ability to carry out its responsibilities, including 
the effectuation

of sound monetary policy, and could have conseq
uences seriously

inimical to international relations and to the n
ational interest.

There is enclosed a Preliminary Memorandum
 setting forth

the details of certain of the actions and record
s of the Board and

of the FOMC which, for the reasons set forth in t
he memorandum, it is

urged should not be subjected to the full disc
losure requirements of

S. 1160. In brief, public access to the records of
 the Board or of

the Fam should be restricted or precluded where 
lack of such restric-

tion or preclusion could jeopardize relations be
tween this Government

and foreign governments and their respective
 central banks, could

Permit speculators and others to realize unfair 
profits or advantages

through speculative trading in securities or 
foreign exchange, or

could, with respect to Board action of a regu
latory or disciplinary

nature, result in irreparable injury to part
icular institutions or

individuals.

The Board urges that consideration be 
given to the issuance

of a statement by the Chief Executive sim
ultaneous with the signing

of S. 1160 into law that would emphasize the 
foreseeable need for
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exempting by Executive Order certain of the Board's records, and
that at a time convenient to all agencies concerned, but as soon as
practicable after S. 1160 becomes law, the Bureau of the Budget con-
vene a conference of agency representatives for the purpose of
exploring and implementing action reasonably calculated to secure
appropriate exemption from certain of the statute's provisions. One
such course of action that might be initiated, perhaps by the
Department of Justice with the support of all affected agencies,
would be to seek amendments to S. 1160 reasonably calculated to
afford protection in those areas determined to be necessary in the
national interest.

Sincerely,

(Signed) J. L. Robertson

J. L. Robertson

Enclosure
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PRELIMINARY MEMORANDUM ON S. 1160

As stated in the Board's letter transmitting this

memorandum, the Board supports the purposes underlying enactment

of S. 1160 and, to the extent compatible with the public interest,

has endeavored to follow a policy of full disclosure of its actions.

The Board believes, however, that certain of the requirements that

would be imposed by S. 1160 as to time and circumstances of dis-

closure will give rise to serious problems involving national and

public interests. Such problems, hereafter discussed, relate both

to actions of the Board and of the Federal Open Market Committee

(HFOMC”) in the area of monetary policy, and to Board actions of a

disciplinary or regulatory nature.

The principal means by which major monetary policy objectives

are formulated and achieved are through the discussions and delibera-

tions of the Board and of the FOMC. The decisions of the FOMC are

implemented by open market purchases and sales, mainly of United

States Government securities but also of foreign currencies. The

Board's monetary responsibilities are carried out through discount

operations, including the establishment of rates to be charged on loans

and discounts by the Federal Reserve Banks to member banks; changes

in the reserves required to be carried by member banks with respect to

demand and time deposits held by them; changes in maximum permissible

interest rates that may be paid on deposits; and the setting of stock

margin requirements, i.e., regulating the amount of credit which may
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be extended to a customer by brokers, dealers, or members of a national

securities exchange, or by banks for the purchasing and carrying of

registered securities.

FOMC Directives and Minutes 

The FOMC, consisting of the seven members of the Board of

Governors and Presidents of five of the Federal Reserve Banks, ordinarily

meets every three or four weeks. Prior to and at each meeting, members

are provided with written and oral presentations by Committee staff

concerning present and prospective conditions in domestic business and

credit markets and the United States balance of payments, developments

in markets for foreign currencies, and developments abroad. These

presentations are comprehensive and detailed, and are based in some

measure on information obtained confidentially from both private and

Public sources. They include reports bythe Manager of the System

Open Market Account in which he outlines recent System operations in

domestic markets and reviews market developments calculated to be of

Special significance in the immediate future. They also include reports

by the Special Manager for Foreign Currency Operations often involving

confidential information concerning the internal affairs, plans, and

attitudes of foreign monetary authorities and Governments, given in

support of recommendations made as to the desirability of the United

States Government entering into various types of transactions with

such foreign authorities. Extensive discussions and debates are held

at each meeting, leading to final determination of actions with respect

to domestic open market operations.and, as circumstances require,
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with respect to foreign currency operations. In the domestic area,

Policy decisions are reflected in a "current economic policy directive"

adopted at each meeting by vote of the members, which provides the

basic directions to the Account Manager for his day-to-day market

operations until the next meeting of the FOMC.

The enrolled bill would appear to call for current publication

in the Federal Register of the directives issued by the FOMC. This

requirement could interfere with the effective execution of open

market policies. The policies adopted often are intended to be ten-

tative or probing, or to bring about gradual changes in market

conditions, but financial markets would tend to react immediately and

abruptly to knowledge regarding the decisions taken.

The enrolled bill also would appear to call for making

available for public inspection and copying the minutes of the FOMC

prepared for each meeting. This requirement presumably would be

effective following approval of the minutes by the FOMC, which usually

occurs at the following meeting. The minutes reflect the full sub-

stance of the staff's oral reports, partly verbatim, and the full

substance of the discussion leading to policy decisions, as well as

the decisions themselves. Written reports to the FOMC ordinarily are

incorporated by reference.

The Board is strongly of the view that public disclosure of

these minutes relatively soon after their preparation--and with respect

to some elements, even long afterwards--could have substantially adverse
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consequences for the public interest, In the area of foreign

currency operations, for example, the interests of the Unite
d States

could be severely damaged by revelation of the reports made regard
ing

attitudes of foreign governments and monetary authorities and

negotiations in process, and by revelation of the free and fran
k

statements of opinion made during the meeting regarding the desir
a-

bility, from the point of view of the United States, of particula
r

types of transactions with named foreign countries.

In the area of domestic operations, premature public 
access

to information on the discussions and decisions of the FOMC 
might

Permit speculators and others who take advantage of the 
opportunity

for access to realize unfair profits or unfair advantages 
through

Speculative trading in securities.

In both the foreign currency and domestic areas, 
disclosure

of FOMC minutes soon following the meetings would seriou
sly impair

the give and take of candid debate so vital to the d
ecision-making

function. Unless the form of the record were to be 
changed, no

references could be made to information obtained on a 
confidential

basis; all statements regarding possible future economic
 conditions

and market operations would have to be made circum
spectly in light

of their potential immediate impact on financial 
markets; and candid

°Pinions regarding the interests of the United Stat
es in its foreign

financial dealings would often have to be left 
unexpressed for fear

of damage to the nation's international relations.

'
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It might be noted that, at present, pursuant to the

requirements of section 10 of the Federal Reserve Act (12 U.S.C. 247a),

the Board of Governors includes in its Annual Report a record of

Policy actions of the FOMC. This published record includes entries

With respect to policy actions taken at each of the FOMC meetings

during the year covered by the report, together with the votes on

Policy decisions made at such meeting, and a resume of the basis

for such decisions as reflected by the minutes of the FOMC. It

may be noted further that the FOMC's accord with the principle of

full disclosure at a time consistent with due regard for all interests

is illustrated by its action in releasing to the public all minutes

of FOMC meetings held up to the end of the year 1960.

:Board of Governors Minutes and Other Records 

Similar adverse consequences could and, in the Board's

Judgment, most likely would result from premature public access to

the minutes of Board meetings. The Board is particularly concerned

With the security of its actions relating to the setting of discount

rates, reserve and stock margin requirements, and interest rates on

time and savings deposits. Since Board actions in these matters are

made known to the public through the publication in the Federal

Register of statements relating thereto, such statements would not

be subject to the requirements of subsection (b) of S. 1160. However,

subsection (c) would require that the Board make available "identifiable

records" relating to these types of actions when requested by "any

Person." Assuming that the minutes of Board meetings constitute such
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"identifiable records," the Board believes that its ability to effect

and implement national monetary and credit policy would be measurably

impaired were such minutes and related records with respect to the

above actions to be made available upon demand at the time of or nearly

simultaneous with such actions.

The Board's concern with respect to untimely disclosure of

its minutes records applies also to those portions of its minutes

reflecting Board deliberations and actions on certain matters of a

disciplinary or regulatory nature, such as termination of membership

of a State bank in the Federal Reserve System, or suspension of a

member bank from use of the System's credit facilities. Minutes

of meetings at which deliberations on these and similar matters are

undertaken should not be made "promptly available to any person"

Upon request. An absolute requirement of public disclosure in such

cases, even under the provision allowing deletion of identifying

details, could, in some instances, permit of sufficient identification

as to produce irreparable injury to particular institutions or individuals

as well as to those segments of the public ultimately affected by

such action.

The immediately foregoing matters are simply examples of the

range of issues posed by S. 1160 for the management of monetary and

credit policy. They are mentioned in order to assure their consideration

at such time as efforts are made to secure for certain agencies legis-

lative or Executive exemption from the full requirements of S. 1160.

B()ard of Governors of the Federal Reserve System
July 1, 1966



BOARD OF GOVERNORS

OF THE

FEDERAL RESERVE SYSTE
M

CONFIDENTIAL (FRI

Dear Sir:

WASHINGTON, D. C. 20551

Item No. 7
7/1/66

ADDRESS OFFICIAL 
CORRESPONDENCE

TO THE BOARD

July 1, 1966.

In view of the possibility that d
uring the next few weeks

some nonmember depositary-type instituti
ons, including mutual savings

banks and savings and loan associat
ions, may be subjected to

unusual deposit drains, and in the
 light of the discussion of this

subject by the Board and the Presid
ents of the Federal Reserve Banks

on June 28, 1966, the Board believes t
hat as a matter of general

Policy the Reserve Banks should be p
repared to provide emergency

credit facilities to such institu
tions in accordance with the

following principles:

1. A nonmember institution exper
iencing a deposit

drain too large to be handled
 through internal portfolio

and other operating adjustme
nts without appreciable loss

should make the fullest use p
ossible of its existing credi

t

lines and other arrangements 
with commercial banks. The

commercial banks, in turn, sh
ould be expected to honor

their customer commitments--wi
th such institutions as

well as with other customers-.. wit
hout being given special

treatment at the discount windo
w. The Reserve Banks

should be prepared to accept 
collateral pledged by the

nonmember institutions with m
ember banks as security for

advances to member banks unde
r section 13 or section 10(b

)

of the Federal Reserve Act, but the
 resulting advances

to member banks should be on sho
rt-term notes and subject

to the usual administration and 
policy discipline of the

discount window.
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2. The Reserve Banks should stand ready to ex
tend

credit directly to nonmember institutions t
hat have

exhausted their private sources of credit 
in accordance

with paragraph 1 above to the extent that 
appropriate

collateral can be provided. Such credit assistance would

include advances directly to such instituti
ons on the

collateral of Government securities under
 the last para-

graph of section 13 of the Federal Reserve 
Act and also

the discount under the third paragraph of s
ection 13 of

any eligible paper such institutions may h
ave. Extensions

of credit under either paragraph should be 
for periods of

30 days, subject to renewal. Utilization of any available

collateral for such direct assistance und
er these para-

graphs should precede activation of in
direct lending

arrangements for individual institutions 
as provided in

paragraph 3 below.

3. In the event that a nonmember deposita
ry-type

Institution has exhausted both its priv
ate credit sources

and its supply of collateral eligible to 
support direct

credit extensions from the Reserve Banks
, arrangements to

extend credit indirectly through a member b
ank or banks

should be activated. Such arrangements should be initia
ted

only as the need is indicated for individu
al institutions.

Federal Reserve credit should be extended
 to the member

bank involved in such arrangements on the
 basis of

ordinary advances or discounts (at a rate
 of 4-1/2 per

cent) or through section 10(b) advances (at
 a rate of 5

per cent). In either event, 30-day renewable not
es should

be utilized, and any such "conduit" credit 
should be

considered as separate from and in additio
n to the member

bank's normal access to discount faciliti
es. It would

be expected that such special treatment a
s to discount

policy would provide the basis for clos
e Reserve Bank •

supervision of the terms and conditions
 of any credits

extended by member banks under the arra
ngement. In

particular, it would be desirable that
 the rate on such

credits be set at 5-1/2 per cent and t
hat the policies

and practices with respect to repayment
 requirements be

comparable to those observed by the R
eserve Bank in its

direct credit extensions to these or 
similar institutions.

2390

In order to provide for prompt imp
lementation of such a

program for extensions of emergency c
redit facilities during the next

few weeks, the Board has taken the fol
lowing actions:
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Effective today and only until September 1, 1966,

(a) member banks in your District are

permitted, pursuant to the eighth paragraph of

section 19 of the Federal Reserve Act (12 U.S.C. 374)

and section 201.5 of Regulation A, to use as

security for advances from your Bank, whether under

section 13 or section 10(b) of the Act, assets

acquired from mutual savings banks and other banks

that are not members of the Federal Reserve System,

but only in accordance with, and subject to the

limitations provided in, paragraphs 1 and 3 above; and

(b) your Bank is authorized, in accordance with

the third paragraph of section 13 of the Federal

Reserve Act, in unusual and exigent circumstances

to discount for mutual savings banks and other

depositary-type institutions paper of the kinds

described in that paragraph, subject, however, to

the limitations therein contained and in accordance

with, and subject to, the limitations contained in

paragraph 1 above. 1/

No specific Board action is required for direct advances

(4i

by your Bank to any mutual savings bank or other depositary-type

institution pursuant to the thirteenth paragraph of section 
13 of

the Federal Reserve Act; but it is expected that any such advances

would be made in accordance with paragraph 2 above.

There is likewise no necessity for any specific Board

action as a prerequisite to the acceptance by your Bank as securit
y

for advances to member banks of any assets acquired by 
the member

banks from institutions that are not banks for purposes
 of the Federal

Reserve Act, such as savings and loan associations; but
 it is expected

that any such indirect extensions of Federal Reser
ve credit to such

institutions will be made in accordance with paragrap
hs 1 and 3 above.

1/ The Reserve Banks were subsequently informed that reference

should have been made to "paragraph 2 above."
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Since the provisions of the third paragraph of section 13

Of the Federal Reserve Act have never heretofore been utilized, no

rate of discount has been established for discounts under that

Paragraph. While it seems unlikely that resort to the authority

contained in this paragraph will be necessary under the current

Program, it is suggested that, if such resort should appear imminent,

Your Bank might wish to establish, subject to review and determination

by the Board, the same discount rate as that now established for

direct advances to individuals, partnerships, and corporations other

than member banks under the thirteenth paragraph of section 13.

To keep abreast of any special credit assistance granted

in accordance with this program, the Board would appreciate receiving,

as of the close of business each day in which such credit assistance

is outstanding, a special telegraphic borrowing report containing

the following information, identified by item number as noted:

I. Outstanding borrowing by member banks secured by
collateral received from mutual savings banks,
nonmember commercial banks, or other depositary-type
institutions, but subject to usual Regulation A
restraints (in accordance with paragraph 1 above);

(a) Number of banks borrowing
(b) Total amount outstanding

II. Outstanding borrowing by mutual savings banks or other
depositary-type institutions (in accordance with
paragraph 2 above);

(a) Number of banks borrowing
(b) Total amount outstanding
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Outstanding "conduit" borrowing by member banks,

outside usual Regulation A restraints, for purposes

of relending to a depositary-type institution (in

accordance with paragraph 3 above):

(a)
(b)

Number of banks borrowing

Total amount outstanding

411,

Such telegraphic reports should be addressed to Mr. Collier, in the

Board's Division of Bank Operations; a copy should also be sent to

Mr. Weidner, Market Statistics Department, Federal Reserve Bank of

New York. The daily wire should be supplemented by a daily mail

report addressed to the Board's Division of Bank Operations, listing

the name of each institution initiating, renewing, repaying, or

otherwise changing borrowing from the Federal Reserve Bank in the

manner specified under items I, II, or III above, and the outstanding

amount of such borrowing by that institution, classified by type

of collateral.

No general publicity is being given to this program at this

time. However, it is expected that the Reserve Banks will make

reasonable efforts to bring the arrangements for special assistance

to the attention of those financial institutions that may find them-

selves in need of such special assistance.

It does not seem necessary or feasible at this time to work

out a thoroughgoing policy for guidance in the administration and

repayment of special loans that may be made under this program to

savings banks and other nonmember institutions, since there seems



to be a good chance that none will be necessary. It does seem

important that the policies and procedures of the Federal Reserve

Banks be reasonably uniform in the event a sizable number of loans

were to be made, however, and a few guiding comments are contained in

the enclosed memorandum entitled, "Administration of Emergency Lending

Facility."

Very truly yours,

Merritt Sherman

Enclosure

TO THE PRESIDENTS OF ALL FEDERAL RESERVE

Secretary.

NES.



Administration of Emergency Lending  Facility 2,195

In general, the purpose of extending special credit to
 non-

member institutions would be to smooth the transition to a ch
anged

competitive structure in financial markets, including the 
market for

Placement of savings funds. Thus, in addition to serving the immediate

need to prevent insolvencies for lack of liquidity, System policy

Should be directed to easing temporary

of funds into financial markets, while

adjustments that may have

advances should not be so

to be made.

strict as to

short-term stoppages of flows

not preventing the longer term

Thus, repayment terms on special

result in unnecessary discon-

tinuities in the lending and investment practices of the 
institutional

borrowers, nor should they be so permissive as to permit 
delaying the

longer term adjustments indicated by the borrowing instituti
on's

changed competitive situation. Nor should the System disregard the

Position of the member banks, who have been subject to a 
relatively

firm borrowing discipline on a continuing basis; hence, t
he standards

applied to nonmember institutions should be no more 
favorable than

those for members under Regulation A.

Taking into account these considerations, it is 
evident

that each borrowing case must be administered flexib
ly and on its

own merits. Credit should be extended fairly readily, on a 
determina-

tion that an institution has suffered a deposit loss, has 
taken

whatever offsetting actions appeared reasonable in 
adjusting its

own portfolio and lending practices, and has made use of 
the credit
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from private sources available to it. The institution should not be

required to undertake major actions, such as cutting off all lending

activity, dishonoring outstanding loan commitments, liquidating long-

term security holdings at substantial losses, or introducing restrictions

or waiting periods on deposit withdrawals.

But the emerging competitive position of the institution will

have to be watched very carefully. If deposit experience does not

improve materially after mid-July, prompt remedial action by the

institution may be required. This could include increasing rates

paid on some or all classes of savings accounts, on the one hand, or

gradual and orderly portfolio and lending adjustments, on the other.

If the institution's deposit experience does turn around

after mid-July, it may not be necessary to press for special corrective

actions. Even if savings inflows are only moderately positive, it

would seem desirable to permit funds (from savings and loan repayment)

to be used for new lending activity as well as for gradual repayment

of the Reserve Bank advance. Portfolio liquidation involving sub-

stantial losses might or might not be required, depending on how the

balance between supplies and needs for funds seems to be working out.

In general, credit extensions under the special program

should normally be worked off in an orderly manner over the course

of three months. In exceptional circumstances, as much as five

months for complete repayment might be permitted. But this should

be the outer limit, because it may well be that the year-end interest

period could bring new adjustment problems.

Board of Governors of the

Federal Reserve System

July 1, 1966.


